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Anyone who looks into the eyes of a gorilla
or who observes its interaction with other
primates can detect its almost-human
intelligence. These close relatives of ours
are in great danger of extinction. Gorillas
homes in central Africa are being
threatened by hunting, deforestation, and
disease. This book imparts the very
important message that our activities are
harming them as a species. Fact boxes,
graphic organizers, and bright photographs
support the inspirational narrative.
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Mountain Gorilla Facts Endangered Animals - Animal Fact Guide Cross river gorillas live in the lowland mountain
forests and rainforests of Cameroon and Nigeria, Critically endangered species and beloved animals at risk.
Endangered Species Rainforest Gorillas - All About Wildlife Two species of gorillas, Eastern Gorillas and Western
Gorillas, live in African rainforest habitats. The Eastern gorillas include the endangered mountain gorilla, Endangered
Animals List: Top 10 Endangered Animals Animal Critically Endangered. a Population. Unknown. b Scientific
Name. Gorilla beringei graueri. c Height. 4 to 5 ? feet tall when standing on two feet. d Weight. Mountain Gorilla
Endangered Species Animal Planet Species become endangered for two main reasons: loss of habitat The worlds
small population of mountain gorillas is broken up into two Mountain gorilla - Wikipedia All species of gorilla are
suffering, including the critically endangered western lowland gorilla. Combined with habitat loss, climate change and
Chimpanzees Species WWF Mountain gorillas are one of the most endangered animals in the world. Scientists
estimate that there are about 600 individuals, living in 2 populations of about Gorillas Endangered - Gorilla Facts and
Information These close relatives of ours are in great danger of extinction. Gorillas homes in central Africa are being
threatened by hunting, deforestation, and disease. Eastern Lowland Gorilla Species WWF Critically endangered
(Around 880 remain) Gorilla beringei beringei Gorillas, like all wild animals, play an important role in their
environment. Without these Cross River Gorilla Species WWF In recent decades gorilla populations have been
affected by habitat loss, disease and poaching. Subsequently all gorilla species are classified as endangered Gorillas
WWF There are thousands of endangered animals throughout the world. Population: There are just under 800 mountain
gorillas left in the world. Lifespan: 40-50 6 endangered animals poachers are hunting into extinction Gorillas are
charismatic, intelligent, and in danger. that a third of the wild gorilla population had been killed by the Ebola virus, and
the species remain at risk. Gorillas in Danger - TeacherWeb and a deadly illness have threat- ened the species
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survival. Now, scientists say certain gorillas are at greater risk of extinction than ever before. 4 SCHOLASTIC Worlds
Largest Gorilla Species at Risk of Extinction - Live Science Mountain gorillas WWF Learn more about this
endangered species and how you can help. Gorilla-Endangered animals list-Our endangered animals KONICA
WWF is committed to saving endangered species. Learn more about the species Cross River Gorilla, Gorilla gorilla
diehli, Critically Endangered. Dolphins and Gorillas in Danger (Animals at Risk): Michael Portman Gorillas are
ground-dwelling, predominantly herbivorous apes that inhabit the forests of central Africa. The eponymous genus
Gorilla is divided into two species: the eastern gorillas and the western gorillas (both critically endangered), and Images
for Gorillas in Danger (Animals at Risk) Buy Gorillas in Danger (Animals at Risk) on ? Free delivery on eligible
orders. : Gorillas in Danger (Animals at Risk): Michael Top 10 most endangered species in the world - Telegraph
Due to poaching, civil war, and habitat destruction in Africa, the mountain gorilla is the most endangered type of gorilla.
Learn more at Animal Fact Guide! Worlds largest gorillas one step from going extinct - Learn about the chimpanzee,
as well as the threats this species faces, what WWF is the impact of the bushmeat trade on apes and other endangered
species. Species List Endangered, Vulnerable, and Threatened Animals Grauers gorillas in the Democratic
Republic of Congo are now considered critically endangered, with just 3800 individuals left in the wild, What
Harambes death means for a critically endangered species of Two days after Harambe the Cincinnati Zoo gorilla
was fatally shot to save a toddlers life, the zoos director, Thane Maynard, lamented the Gorilla - Wikipedia Overview.
CR Status. Critically Endangered. a Population. Unknown. b Scientific Name. Gorilla gorilla gorilla. c Height. 4 to 5 ?
feet when standing on two feet. 6 Critically Endangered Animals Under Threat of Extinction Due to Both of the
species of gorillas are classified as endangered species. They are killed and then the meat of them, often referred to as
bush meat, Gorillas - Endangered Species International The worlds largest gorillas have been pushed to the brink of
extinction by a Details of the latest Red List of endangered species from the The worlds smallest population of
mountain gorillasa subspecies of the eastern gorillais split in two and scientists have debated whether they may be two
separate subspecies. A bit more than half live in the Virunga Mountains, a range of extinct volcanoes that border the
Western Lowland Gorilla Species WWF Different from the Gorillas situation, we some times find that animals have
lower numbers than we thought. We must continue protecting these endangered Mountain Gorilla: an Endangered
Species - Bagheera Designated a threatened species for protection by the Endangered endangered gorilla subspecies,
with about 720 surviving in the wild. Mountain Gorilla Gorillas WWF - World Wildlife Fund Conservation of
threatened animals and endangered species. Sustainable management of their forests, seas, grasslands and mountains
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